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Left: Topological repair of a vasculature data set. Right top: The volume is 
manipulated using interactive carving to separate two parts that were 
merged due to errors in 3D scanning. Right bottom: The volume is 
manipulated to recover lost data by connecting two ends that were 
separated.

A fantasy character is created by adding horns and pointy 
ears to the mannequin model. The chin, eyes and nose are 
also modified and some hair detail is added. 

 Lake with unusual inhabitants.

Cartoon frog.

The Utah teapot is modified to create a decorative two- handle 
teapot. The spout and top handle are erased and new handles 
are added instead. Cartoon octopus.

 

RESULTS

FUTURE WORK

EDITING OPERATORS

•   The narrow-band data structures have been extended to localize all computations and updates to 
     optimize running time. 
•   Level-set speed functions that implement free-form surface-editing operators
     •   Level-set surface can be deformed through a click-sketch- and-pull interface that allows a user to 
         identify a point or Region-of- Influence (ROI) to be modified on the surface. 
     •   User may pull a point or curve within the ROI to apply a free-form deformation 
          •   Surface detailing
          •   Carving
          •   Smoothing
          •   Sketch-based technique that pulls the surface toward a profile curve
          •   3 -D  painting capability
•   An OpenGL interface is combined with the VISPACK level-set library to create an interactive level-set 
    modeling system.  

CONTRIBUTIONSMOTIVATION

•   In medicine and science
      •   An overwhelming flood of raw volume data,  usually contain 3D surfaces that are of interest to 
          physicians and scientists, that must be processed, viewed and analyzed. 
      •   Frequently the volume datasets and the surfaces embedded in them need to be fixed, adjusted and/or 
          edited to meet the requirements of the user’s application. 
•   In computer graphics 
      •   Many surface reconstruction algorithms generate volumetric, implicit representations before 
          converting the objects into explicit surface models.
      •   Advanced special effects utilize physical simulation to produce computer-generated fluid flows of 
          floods, storms, pouring/splashing liquids, etc., and produce dynamic volume datasets as output.

The Level-Set Equation: 

•   Level-Set Models 
      •   combine a low-level volumetric representation with the mathematics of deformable implicit surfaces 
          that are based on formulating and solving a partial differential equation (PDE).
      •   are within a well-developed mathematical framework that provides robust numerical techniques 
          for evaluation and evolution. 
      •   are guaranteed to define simple (non-self-intersecting) and closed surfaces. 
      •   easily change topological genus, ideal for representing complex structures of unknown or transforming 
          genus. 
      •   provide the advantages of implicit models, e.g. supporting straightforward solid modeling operations 
          and calculations,  simultaneously offering a surface modeling paradigm. 

DATA STRUCTURES

•   Three additional data structures are added
     over the narrow-band data structure to 
     achieve interactive update rates while 
     solving the level-set PDE.
•   They limit computation to the subset of 
     the level-set surface that is actually being 
     modified.
•   Implemented as C++ vectors of pointers 
     that point to entries within the linked lists.
•   These lists create an easy way to access a 
     set of voxels that are spatially contiguous. 
•   Lists created using a flood fill algorithm 
     when the user first clicks on a point on 
     the surface.
•    A 3D  array of pointers provides constant-
     time access to any narrow-band element.

•   The narrow-band data structures localize computations within a narrow band of the level-set surface
     •   A set of doubly linked lists,  each storing a single layer of voxels within a certain distance of the surface. 
     •   The order of voxels within each list is arbitrary.
     •   They require that the level-set PDE be solved over the whole surface. 
     •   This is inefficient when an editing operation only affects a small subset of the voxels.

(1) Pulling on a point, symmetric ROI

(2) Pulling on a point, arbitrary ROI

(3) Pulling on a curve on the surface, symmetric ROI

(4) Pulling on a curve on the surface, arbitrary ROI

(5) Surface Detailing
(6) Carving

(7) Sketching cross-sections

(8) Interactive smoothing

CONCLUSION
•   We have created a set of interactive, free-form editing operators for level-set models. 
•   The mathematics, algorithms and techniques needed to implement numerous level-set 
    modeling capabilities have been developed. 
•   An OpenGL interface is combined with the VISPACK level-set library to create an interactive 
    level-set modeling system. 
•   VISPACK’S narrow-band data structures have been enhanced to localize all computations and 
    updates to optimize running time. 
•   We have designed several level-set speed functions that implement novel surface-editing operators. 
•   A 3D painting capability has also been added to the system. 
•   These operators allow a model to be stretched and shaped, split into pieces, bent and merged 
     smoothly. 
•   Topology changes occur naturally and automatically because of the properties of level-set models. 

•   Our work stands apart from previous work in that  
      •   It is the first to develop free-form editing operators, which provide complex implicit surface 
          manipulations, within a level-set framework. 
      •   As compared to previous PDE-based systems, ours is the first that is able to interactively modify 
          a volumetric implicit surface by solving a PDE.

•   Sketch-based surface editing  

•   Higher-Resolution Models
 •   DT-Grid
 •   Novel narrow-band data structures
 •   Adaptive grids

•   Editing multi-resolution level-set models
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Interactive carving as an erasing tool

**From “Multiresolution Isosurface Modeling and Rendering'', Nan Zhang*Stanford Lucy model


